
TALK4WRITING AUSTRALIA FLAG

- Explore meaganmcnab's board "Talk 4 Writing", followed by Your students will complete a Koala research report and
an Australian flag.

View training centres What is Talk for Writing? The constellation of the Southern Cross is a significant
navigational feature of the southern hemisphere, strongly places Australia geographically and has been
associated with the continent since its earliest days, The Commonwealth Star or Star of Federation, central in
the third quarter or lower hoist, has seven points to denote the six states and the combined territories of the
Commonwealth. However, people were confused about the use of two Australian flags. Those favouring a
new flag could not throw their support behind a single new design, however, because they were split on issues
such as the expression of loyalty to the British monarchy and the possible inclusion in a new flag of
Aboriginal symbols; therefore, the old flag was retained despite substantial support for a change. On both
ensigns, the stars of the Southern Cross were simplified to four seven-pointed stars and one five pointed star.
Flags Similar to the Australian Flag Several nations and territories have flags with similar appearance to the
Australian National Flag, reflecting either a common British colonial history or previous association with
Austrlaia. The new flag was recognized by law on February 14, , when it was approved by the British
sovereign. What is Talk for Writing? The same six-star design, with red substituting for the blue background,
was established in ; although sometimes used on land, this Australian Red Ensign is generally restricted to
privately owned vessels. To register, please email nationalsymbols pmc. On 3 September , the Prime Minister
announced the five joint winners of the competition and the key elements of their designs were used to create
the new flag for the Commonwealth of Australia. The Union Jack in the upper left corner represents the
history of British settlement. State and Territory Flags Each of the six states of Australia has its own Official
State Flag consisting of a Blue Ensign defaced with the badge or heraldic device of the state concerned; the
heraldic devices are those represented in the Commonwealth Arms. It enables children to imitate the language
they need for a particular topic orally, before reading and analysing it, and then writing their own version. The
Union Jack itself is composed of red and white intersecting and overlayed vertical and diagonal crosses on a
blue background, The Southern Cross in the second quarter also known as the top or head and fourth quarter.
The Southern Cross is shown on the flag in white. After the Commonwealth of Australia was formed,
thousands of proposals were submitted by the general public in flag design competitions. Technically private
non-registered vessels were liable to a substantial fine if they did not fly the British Red Ensign as they were
not formally covered by the Navigation Act. In a seventh point was added to the Commonwealth star to
represent the Australian territories. The Eureka flag has been suggested as a suitable replacement for the
current Australian flag. Australia has deported hundreds of New Zealanders in recent years, but the incident
involving the year-old boy marked a low point in relations between firm allies, according to some analysts. It
is based on the Australian Commonwealth Arms in the form of a banner n the ratio of the Arms in rectangular
form with the Ermine border, superimposed with a large gold 7-pointed star at the centre, the star bearing a
blue roundel with the gold initial 'E', the Royal Crown and a circle of gold roses. It is a royal blue, twice as
long as wide. The original variety of points was an indication of the relative brightness of each star as it
appeared in the night sky. Find out what's happening in the world as it unfolds. The flag of Australia has a
blue field with the Union Jack flag in the upper left corner and a large, white 7-pointed star directly below
that. The "Eureka Flag" This is a famous but unofficial Australian flag, that features a white vertical cross on a
blue background five whsite, blue-margined, 8-pointed stars superimposed at the end of each arm of the cross
and at the intersection of the arms, a stylized Southern Cross. This issue of a new Australian Flag has created a
great deal of spirited debate. The Republican Movement Associated with recent republican activities in
Australian there have been several campaigns to find a new Australian flag and other icons that reflect the 'true
Australian identity'.


